Accelerate your
hybrid work
transformation
A practical guide to help you rethink
your approach to hybrid work

Accelerate your hybrid work transformation

“Hybrid: We have a problem”
By now it’s clear: We’re not going back to the way things were.
Hybrid has accelerated the transformation of where and how people
work – even what type of work they do.
If you’re not embracing hybrid, you could be
missing out on both business and people growth
opportunities. Among high-growth companies,
63% have enabled work-from-anywhere models.
Meanwhile, 73% of employees want flexible remote
work options to stay and many will be prepared to
change jobs if their employer doesn’t offer them
what they’re seeking.

Hybrid is a journey, not a destination

But there’s a problem with the current perception
of hybrid. It’s being oversimplified – to the point
where it’s talked about as little more than a few
days working from home. So, if you thought the
equation for hybrid success was a rudimentary
blend of collaboration platforms and a commitment
to flexible working practices – spoiler alert – you’re
going to be disappointed.

Read this short e-book and you’ll discover how you
can accelerate your own hybrid journey, and lay
the foundations for an agile, resilient and peoplecentered hybrid model by addressing three core
workplace drivers.

It’s time to rethink what we mean by hybrid.
Because it’s not a destination – it’s a journey. The
goal line is constantly shifting; internal and external
forces are continually changing the world of work.
So, your hybrid approach (and your workplace
strategy) needs to evolve in real time too.

Among high-growth
companies, 63% have
enabled work-fromanywhere models.
Meanwhile, 73%
of employees want
flexible remote work
options to stay.
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Approach hybrid with a holistic perspective
Hybrid work creates challenges and opportunities across the entire workplace spectrum.
From immediate (and enduring) technology and security dimensions through to employee
experience, culture and core operational considerations.
If you’re serious about making the most of hybrid, it’s time to start asking some bold questions to truly understand where your work-from-anywhere
journey should start, and where it’s going. Here are the three core drivers you’ll need to confront:

1. Employee experience 		
and culture
•

How will we deal with the friction created by
hybrid work disparity (where some workers
cannot – or are not offered the opportunity
to – work remotely)?

•

How do we evolve culture and change
behavior with our workforce dispersed
physically and digitally?

•

How can we attract, retain and develop our
top talent and what is our employee value
proposition in the hybrid work age?

•

Where does training, learning and development
take place now – in the office, remotely, digitally
or through a blended experience?

2. Workplace technology		
and security
•

How can we bring hybrid, in-office and fieldor branch-based employees together to
collaborate effectively?

•

How do we ensure our people have secure
remote access to the data and applications they
need to work from anywhere on any device?

•

•

How can we ensure our employees are
empowered to be productive when working
remotely and where can automation help?
What role should our physical workspaces play
in the hybrid era? And how can we use data
to make more informed, predictive decisions
around VR, AR and XR uptake?

3. Ways of working and 		
operating models
•

How are we going to maintain levels
of innovation and productivity in our
organization, when our people are meeting
in-person less frequently?

•

What does hybrid mean for our frontline
or field-based workforce? What hybrid
components can they benefit from, and is this
industry-dependent?

•

How will hybrid models impact the development
of new customer products and services?

•

Can hybrid accelerate our sustainability agenda
and reduce our carbon footprint (while reducing
our real estate costs too)?
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Robust questions require a robust response
Enter WX
Let’s start with a simple, honest reality: No one is going
to find a hybrid utopia from day one. And there’s no
template for hybrid success. It goes back to the concept
of treating hybrid as a journey, not an end state.

Reimagined Culture
and Employee
Experience

To sustain and scale new ways of working, you need to adopt a flexible, holistic approach
that enables you to respond to change in real time. And that’s where our Workplace
Experience (WX) framework comes in.

WX helps you harness the hybrid opportunity
WX brings IT, HR and line of business leaders from across the business together to
embrace the full spectrum of work – from technology and operations through to culture
and employee experience (EX).
This collaborative, holistic approach enables you to manage and evolve your workplace –
ultimately adapting to changing circumstances quickly.

Modernized
Technology
Ecosystem

Transformed
Business
Operations

And it’s the intrinsic agility, resilience and people-centricity of WX that can help you
successfully sustain, scale and evolve hybrid working – empowering your employees to
be the best they can be, wherever (and however) they work.
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A flexible four-step model for flexible ways of working
In the hybrid era, flexibility is more important than ever –
enabling you to evolve your workplace strategy in real time.
Here are four steps you can take to embrace an agile
and holistic hybrid workplace experience:

2. Use insights around your
1. Evaluate the current state

of your workplace using a
data-driven approach.

•

•

Identify what data you have and
how it can help you understand
changes to your world of work
– from employee surveys and
workplace analytics through
to security, IoT and physical
workspace data.
Collect lessons from the
pandemic response – identify
what new working practices
succeeded as well as those
that failed.

current workplace to
inform a hybrid work
gap analysis.

•

•

•

Bring key stakeholders from
across the business (IT, HR,
lines of business, facilities and
operations) together to interpret
the data you’ve gathered.

4. Embed flexibility at the
3. Build your hybrid

workplace strategy on
people-first foundations.

•

•

Consider the hybrid working
practices and behaviors that will
provide competitive advantage
for your business and benefits for
your people.
Use the data you’ve captured to
inform a gap analysis between
the current state of your
workplace and a prospective
hybrid work blueprint.

•

Dig deeper into the people insights
you’ve unearthed and design
your hybrid workplace experience
around key EX “moments that
matter,” including growth,
connections, support, recognition,
well-being, onboarding and more.
Focus on specific employee
groups in the hybrid era and
identify how to enable hyperpersonalized experiences. Explore
how to introduce personalized
information, accessible analytics,
synthesized task management and
simplified scheduling.
Address the implications of hybrid
across industry-specific working
practices and frontline work – for
example, virtual patient visits in
healthcare or remote field service
for manufacturing.

core of your workplace
experience.

•

Develop a business case to
support your recommendations
– including the necessary initial
and ongoing investments required
– and outline key success factors
and performance indicators.

•

Commit to dedicated review cycles
to continually assess the impact
of hybrid across people, process,
platform and place.

•

Pilot initiatives for specific target
scenarios and assess efficacy. Scale
successful concepts by adopting
implementation planning,
governance, behavioral change
and cultural evolution as part of a
broader hybrid work strategy.

•

Unlock ongoing innovation
through insights from the digital
exhaust of work (via workplace
analytics platforms), employee
surveys, customer feedback and
by addressing external forces
of change.
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Discover how we can help you
seize the hybrid opportunity
Your competitors aren’t going to wait to embrace hybrid. Your employees aren’t willing to wait.
So, what are you waiting for?
We can help you embrace hybrid and generate impact fast. We’re working with clients across the
globe – including Microsoft – to empower evolving work models.
Through our low-cost, high-impact agile WX managed services (delivered via a pod structure
specifically built to meet your hybrid challenges), we help organizations throughout a range of
industries to capitalize on the opportunity of work from anywhere and unlock the potential of their
business and their people.
Find out more about how our agile WX managed services can enable your hybrid transformation.
In our complimentary four-hour WX envisioning workshop, our experts will help your team to
evaluate your current workplace experience and business goals and lay the foundations for your
hybrid work journey.

Contact us to arrange your WX envisioning workshop.
About Avanade
Avanade is the leading provider of innovative digital and cloud services, business solutions and design-led experiences on the Microsoft ecosystem. With 49,000
professionals in 25 countries, we are the power behind the Accenture Microsoft Business Group, helping companies to engage customers, empower employees,
optimize operations and transform products, leveraging the Microsoft platform. Majority owned by Accenture, Avanade was founded in 2000 by Accenture LLP and
Microsoft Corporation. Learn more at www.avanade.com.
© 2021 Avanade Inc. All rights reserved. The Avanade name and logo are registered trademarks in the U.S. and other countries. Other brand and product names are
trademarks of their respective owners.
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